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AI driven iWorkflow enables quick 
and efficient document 
consolidation
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IPS Use Case / iWorkflow

iWorkflow integrates IPS AI Solutions to automate business workflow
and replace majority of manual work. IPS AI technology extracts Asset
and operation data from different formats of drawings, datasheets, lists,
records, creates structured data linked through tag system. Automates
the data input into digital twin, engineering or scanned models. Enable
productivity gains of 2 to 10 times faster.

Please contact us contact@ips-ai.com for more information and visit our website     www.ips-ai.com to request a demo 

2 ~ 10  X Productivity Gains

50 ~ 70% Schedule Saving

50 ~ 70% Cost Saving

Benefit to Customer

An offshore operation company wanted to 
consolidate documents from engineering, 
operation and projects to identify duplications and 
maintain single document data source for future 
asset registration and digital twin.

Applying IPS’ iWorkflow AI solution, IPS was able 
to run a large set of documents, build document 
registers from document repository, identify 
duplications, further digitalize titlebox, cover 
sheets from duplicated documents to consolidate 
master document register for future digitalization 
and asset management needs. This would not 
have been possible through pure manual work 
from a cost or schedule perspective.

The Challenge

iWorkflow Digitalization integrates iDrawings and iDocuments AI 
solution, performs data extraction from title box, cover sheets, and 
efficiently identifies document information for all types of documents, 
making it possible to extract data from a large data set, and also 
helps customers to identify inconsistencies and duplications in 
document registers or EIM system

Operation companies are moving into 
digital management system, and require 
“single source of data”
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Very often there are significant 
inconsistencies or duplications in the 
document systems, due to historical capital 
projects, document handover, engineering, 
vendor management, and purely bad EIM 
practices.
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IPS Solution

AI consolidates documents 
10 times faster with 90% 
cost savings when 
compared to doing it 
manually, enables digital 
transformation

Given the large number of documents, manual 
identification of duplications in such a large 
dataset is almost impossible. This becomes a 
major bottleneck for digital transformation.
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